October 13, 2013
WOMENS OF ST JOHN’S ADDENDUM TO MEETING (KITCHEN PLANS)
1. Dorothy Vershure shared with the women and men a drawing of the
proposed kitchen and dishwasher room layout.
2. The following items were discussed (changes from previous meetings)
a. A corner cupboard would be installed at end of cupboards on SE
corner of kitchen
b. We are working with the State on need for hand washing sink in NE
corner of kitchen. They will also be consulted on plumbing.
c. We will be purchasing a dish cart. Plates and other dishes will be
placed in the cart instead of the cupboards on the SE corner of the
kitchen. It will also make the transition during remodeling easier.
The cart will be parked underneath the center counter on the west
end.
d. A microwave shelf will be installed under the center cupboard on the
east side of the kitchen.
e. A mixer table will be purchased instead of the cabinet unit on the NW
side of the kitchen.
f. A low temp dishwasher will be purchased instead of a high temp. The
sanitizer is chlorine and should not be damaging to the dishes,
silverware or plumbing. It will also cost less to operate.
g. The dishwashing room design was changed. A Double sink with drain
board will be used instead of the dirty sink unit because of space
restrictions. We may need to be innovative in connecting the
dishwasher to the sink unit as well as purchase a couple custom made
units in the dish cleaning line up.
h. Discussion about ventilation occurred. Several ideas were presented.
i. The plumbers and electricians did not seem to think there would be
any problems.
j. The goal is to complete the dishwashing room before the first of the
year and complete the rest of the project after the first of the year. All
prices have been received except plumbing and electrical. These need
to be received for the 10/22/13 Council meeting.
k. It is hoped that the project will not exceed $30,000.
3. Flooring of America provided the bid for kitchen flooring. They have
recommended tiling the dining room in the near future before the floor gets
in worse repair. They do not recommend a glue down product but rather a
floating product that snaps together. A bid was given and Fr. Kerry has a tile
sample.
4.

